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Locally Robust Identification of Linear Systems
Containing Unknown Gain Elements with
Application to Adapted IIR Lattice Models*
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and BRIAN D. 0. ANDERSON5

A robust, local convergence property, establirhed for a recursive algorithm
identifiing unknown gain parameters in a linear system, k applied to
adapted IIR lattice models having desirable properties related to stability
maintenance and numerical insensitivity.
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Ahd-We
consider the identification of stable linear
systems whose unknom parameters may be interpreted as
feedback gains. By using the output e m r between the true
system and a model of it containing adjustable parameters.
we develop a recursive algorithm for estimating the unknown
parameten. We describe a persistency of excitation wndition
on the system input which guarantees a robust, local
convergence propeny for the algorithm. We then apply our
results to the identification of the p a r m e t e n of a tapped
lattice model of a linear, infinite-impuise response (IIR)
plant. Considering the identification o i a lattice. rather than
a direct form. model of a linear system is attractive due to (i)
the simplicity of its crucial stability check and maintenance
procedure for the adapted IIR parametrization and (ii) the
numerical insensitivity propemes of the lattice structure.
Reproducible simulation evidence is presented that suppons
our results.
1. I N T R O D U r n O N

IN THE first half of this paper, we consider the
recursive identification of linear systems represented by a model class in which the unknown
parameters appear as (internal) feedback gains.
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This model class [which we label the Feedback
Gain Model (FGM)] is quite general, and
includes multi-input multi-output in addition to
single-input single-output systems. One may
recast typical recursive identification schemes,
aimed at identifying the coefficients of a finite
impulse response (FIR)model or the coefficients
of the numerator and denominator of a transfer
function representation, in terms of the FGM.
Using the FGM, one may also phrase the
identification of the parameters in a variety of
realization structures (direct fonn, lattice,
parallel, cascade) for single-input single-output
transfer functions. An important additional
feature of the FGM is that it facilitates the
development of identification schemes for linear
systems in which some, but not all, of the system
parameters are known in advance.
To be represented by a FGM, a parametrized
linear system must possess the following crucial
property. For each unknown parameter a, there
must exist transfer function matrices G;,(r) such
that the overall transfer function from the vector
input u to the vector output y is

w(z) = Gll(z) - ~ G I , ( ~ ) [+I ~Gz(z)l-1G21(z).
(1.1)
(See Fig. 1.) Moreover, the G,(z) are
independent of a (but may depend on some
other parameters). Of course, the FGM may
deal with more than one unknown parameter;
we will generalize (1.1) to cope with this
situation in Section 2.
We develop a candidate recursive algorithm
for estimating the unknown parameters in a
FGM. This algorithm is based on the output
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FIG.1. System input and output are u and ?. and

ir

denotes

an unknown parameter.

error formulation (Landau, 1976) of the
identification problem, and it may be interpreted
as an approximate gradient descent of the
average squared output error surface. We relate
the structure of a (fictional) system which
generates the output error to that of the FGM
for the unknown system, and we then exploit
this structural feature of the FGM in the
generation of sensitivity functions to be used in
the algorithm. For this algorithm? we establish
local exponential convergence of the parameter
estimates, via techniques similar to those in
Anderson et al. (1986) and Sethares et al. (1989),
given satisfaction of a persistency of excitation
condition. The exponential nature of the
convergence then imparts a degree of robustness
of the parameter convergence to the effects of
output measurement noise, undermodeling, etc.
The general formulation of this type of
adaptive algorithm, together with its local
stability analysis, has been discussed in, for
example, Anderson et a[. (1986). Ljung and
Soderstrom (1983), and Narendra er al. (1985).
Also, the identification of partially known
systems in certain special situations is considered
in Dasgupta et a[. (1984, 1986). A general
state-space formulation of the identification
problem, which may encompass FGM systems,
appears in Ljung and Soderstrom (1983). There,
however, one does not isolate the unknown
portion of the system model. Furthermore, the
specific structural aspects of the FGM and its
sensitivity function generation are not exploited.
In this current work, we fully detail the adaptive
algorithm specification, together with the local
convergence proof, for the general FGM. We
draw connections which link the FGM structure
to the generation of sensitivity functions implicit
in the algorithm specification, and we are thus
able to provide a complete formulation of a
locally stable adaptive algorithm.
The second half of the paper applies the
results for the general FGM to the identification
of the parameters of a tapped lattice model of a
linear. infinite impulse response (IIR) plant. The
lattice model identification serves as an example
of the FGM identification. but it is also of
independent interest. The tapped lattice model
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(Gray and Markel. 1973) is an attractive
alternative to the direct form model in the
identification of a linear system because of (i)
the simplicity of its crucial stability check and
maintenance procedure for the adapted IIR
parametrization. and (ii) the numerical insensitivity properties of the lattice structure.
These advantages make the lattice model
useful in the adaptive IIR filter problem setting
(Johnson, 1984). In fact, a gradient descentbased algorithm for adaptive IIR lattice filters
has already been developed (Parikh et al., 1980).
Missing, however, is an examination of the
convergence properties of this algorithm that
dovetails nicely with convergence results for the
direct form structure. Here, we show that the
algorithm for the lattice model obtained using
the FGM approach is identical with the
algorithm of Parikh et al. (1980). Therefore, we
may invoke the stability analysis for the FGM
identification scheme in order to provide the first
convergence theory for the algorithm of Parikh
et al. (1980). A further consequence of this use
of the FGM identification theory is the
justification of the seemingly ad hoc
approximations required in the sensitivity function calculations leading to the algorithm of
Parikh e t a [ . (1980).
A note of caution: one should recognize that
we are not working here with the adaptive lattice
as a whitening filter. In such a case, one typically
uses the adaptive lattice to filter the output of an
autoregressive model driven by white noise, as in
Ljung and Soderstrom (1983). with the lattice
representing a moving average (FIR) filtering
operation. This usage of the adaptive lattice as a
whitening filter is, of course, common (Friedlander, 1982). Here, however, we assume an 110
model where we have access to both input and
output, and the lattice filter has an IIR form.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we develop the candidate adaptive algorithm
for the recursive identification of the unknown
parameters in a FGM. Our examination includes
a discussion of the output error construction, the
sensitivities of the output error with respect to
the parameter estimates, and finally the development of the candidate recursive algorithm.
In Section 3, we present the convergence
analysis of the algorithm, demonstrating its local
exponential stability under persistent excitation.
We apply the results for the general FGM
identification problem to the adaptive IIR lattice
filter in Section 4. We show that the algorithm
development indicated in Section 2 leads, for the
adaptive IIR lattice. to the same basic algorithm
of Parikh er al. (1980). Thus, the convergence
results of Section 3 then provide the algorithm of
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Parikh er al. (1980) with its first formal
convergence analysis. Section 5 presents slmulation evidence demonstrating the local stability
and robustness of the algorithm. Section 6
provides some closing remarks.
2. RECURSIVE IDENTiFICATTON OF A FEEDBACK

GAIN MODEL FOR A LINEAR SYSTEM

As noted in the introduction, a Feedback Gain
Model (FGM) may be used to represent a
parametrized class of linear systems if for each
parameter or; the system transfer function may
be written as

i.e. Fig. 1 depicts the system. We have
deliberately cast our discussion in discrete time
here, since the IIR lattice application of interest
here is itself in discrete time. However, we
believe the problem origin may in many
occasions necessitate a continuous time setting.
Often, it is the case that physical parameters
(such as mass, friction coefficient, mutual
inductance, moment of inertia, reaction constant
and so on) can appear quite simply in a
continuous time model, but get "smeared out"
in the associated discrete-time n~odel. For a
continuous time formulation, refer to Anderson
and Johnson (1988).
When the feedback loop in Fig. 1 involves
scalar X and q , we have a situation termed
rank-1 dependence in Dasgupta et al. (1984,
1986), and when such dependence applies for all
parameters, special procedures for identification
are available, as in Dasgupta et al. (1984, 1986).
In a continuous-time description of a physical
system, one can associate rank-1 dependence
with a mass or friction coefficient, but not with,
for example, mutual inductance. (Actually,
sometimes the inverse of the physical quantity
must be used, rather than the quantity itself, to
secure the rank-1 property, but this is a minor
point.) In the IIR lattice application considered
later in this paper, the lattice coefficients each
involve a rank-2 dependence, and the taps a
rank-1 dependence. In this section, we make no
assumption on the order of the rank
dependence.
We generalize the system in Fig. 1 to include
all the unknown parameters, as shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2, the matrix A is given by

Note that, if n l = n 2 = . . . = n, = 1, then each or;
has a rank-1 dependence. The transfer function

u
FIG.2. Svstem Input and output are u and y , and A contains
a number of unknown parameters.

matrix from input to output is

and is assumed stable without further explicit
comment. The driving signal u(.) is assumed
bounded, as are all internal signals, including
y(.), X(.) and q(.). The transfer function
matrices G,,(z) are assumed known, while the
constants or,, . . . , or,,, appearing in A are the
unknowns which are to be identified.
A great many adaptive identification procedures work by copying the structure of the plant
into a model which uses an adjustable known
parameter at every point where the plant has a
fixed unknown parameter. This strategy is
followed here. Figure 3 aepicts the adjustable
model, in which
A(k) = diag {iu,(k)I,,, &(k)I,,,

. . . , ium(k)lnm).

(2.5)
The adjustable model is driven by the same
signal u(.) as the true plant. Notice that one or
more of the entries of 2 and X may coincide; in
equation error identification of an entire transfer
function, x = X (the entries being delayed
version of u and y). In output error identification, some, but not all, of the entries are
identical (those corresponding to delayed versions of u).
A vital quantity of concern in any adaptive
algorithm is the output error, here y -9. Figure
4 sums up an important result showing how this
depends on the parameter error.

FIG.3. The adjustable model
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Our goal now 1s to exploit the error formulae
of (2.6)-(2.9) to generate an algorithm for
recursively identifying the unknown coefficients
a, from (2.2)-(2.4). We showed that

FIG.4. TWOrepresentations of the large scale sensitivity.

Theorem 1. With plant as depicted in Fig. 2 and
adjustable model as in Fig. 3, suppose that the
adjustable model is stable with A ( k ) fixed at A.
Then (modulo decaying initial condition effects)
each of the two arrangements depicted in Fig. 4
generates the error y - 9.

OCCUIS in nf
Note that the term giconsecutive entries for i = 1, . . . ,m. Suppose
for simplicity that y is scalar. Then

~ ( k- 9) ( k )
= [x:(k)

.. . x;'(k) .. . . . . xk(k) . . .~

~ ( k ) ]

Proof. Using (2.4) in y = Wu and an expressslon
similar to (2.3) in 3 = $u,
y

-9

= G,A(I+

G,A)-'G,,u

- Gl2(l+AGZ)-'AG2~u
= G12{A(I+G&)-'

-(I+AGz)-1A)G21~

= G~~(I+AG,)-~{(I+AG,)A
- A(I+ G,A))(I+ G ~ ~ A ) - ~ G ~ , U
= G,(I+AG,)-~(A - A ) ( I + G&)-~G,,U.

(2.6)
Similarly,

- a,
VJmik)I[ti,,,i n;,
&'

= ,.I,,.

]

(2.11)

where

y -9 = G , , ( I + A G , ) - ~ ( A- A ) ( I + G,A)-'G1,u.
(2.7)
Now for Fig. 3,

9 = ( I + G,ii)-'G2,u

(2.8)

whiie for Fig. 2,

With inputs of zero and (A - A ) X used as in
Fig. 4(a), one can estabiish that the upper output
is given by the right side of (2.6). Similarly, with
inputs of zero and (2 - A)X used as in Rg. 4(b),
one can establish that the upper output is given
by the right side of (2.7). Thus the theorem
claim is established.
0

Notice that the signals ~ : ( kand
) then the signals
v i ( k ) can be thought of as arising through
excitation of the true system (at other than a
standard input point) with signals measured in
the identifier, or adjustable model. More

-

FIG. 5. Generation of ry,(k).

k[TI$
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FIG. 8. Generation of yr:(k).

he.6. Generation of X',(k).

precisely, Figs 5 and 6 illustrate the calculation
of both vl(k) and ~ { ( k ) .
The error y - 9 is precisely constructable using
the unknown system output and the adjustable
model. Because we do not know the parameters
4, the individual signals ly,(k) cannot be
computed. We can however generate approximations &(k) of the y,(k) by using it; in
place of a, in the generating process. Figure 7
shows the idea, and it should be compared with
Fig.
- 5.
NOW were the q, avrulable, a reasonable
cho~cefor an update algorithm would be

-

["?I

-

&rn(k)

.[

Wdk)

i

][y(k) -p(ka

(2.13)

Wm(k)

because this would unply

&(k

+ 1)

we use instead

Of course, p is a positive constant, and can be
replaced by diag {p,, p,, . . . ,pm) with pi > 0.
Note that the signals &(k) have been defined as
if the kt were constant, and now we have
allowed for time variation of ,the 2;.Obviously
the definition of &(k) is immediately extendable
to this situation. But also, if p is small enough so
that the Cu, vary sufficiently slowly, the use of
frequency-domain notation, as in, for example,
(2.8) and (2.23) below (carrying with it the
implication of constant &), can be justified
(Anderson er al., 1986).
Above we have d e h e d signals vi(k) and
&(k). For completeness, we define a third signal
lyf(k). Figure 8 illustrates the idea:

qf(k) = G,(I

+ AG~~)-'[x,. . . x.,

0.

..o ] I
(2.16)

x [Wl(k1.

. . Wm(k)l

, (2.141

We note that the quantities &(k) and qf(k)
have interpretations as sensitivity coefficients:

which 1s well smd~ed(Anderson et al., 1986;
Weiss and a t r a , 1979; Narendra et al., 1985).
As lust noted though, q,(k) is not available. So

Far example, for (2.17) in the scalar case (with
reference to Fig. 1) we have

FIG.7. Gen

Now (2.11) also remains valid. It follows then
that qi(k) could be generated by replacing A
and X;in Fig. 5 by a and X, (see Fig. 9).

3. LOCAL CONVERGENCE OF THE ADAPTIVE
ALGORITHM

and hence combining (2.19) and (2.20) yields

where *)I relates to X as in Fig. 8.
Medanic and Kokotovic (1965) and Kokotovic
et al. (1966) discuss the calculation of sensitivities like (2.17) and (2.18) in certain special
cases via procedures similar to those of this
paper, and indicate their relevance for adaptive
control. Note that (2.18) enables interpretation
of the algorithm (2.15) as

Here we establish the local stability of the
adaptive algorithm of Section 2 by examning the
corresponding error system. The basic idea is
that local stability for the error system (and
hence the algorithm) will follow from the
exponential stability of its lineanzed version. We
will find that the linearized error system has the
form of

Equation (3.1) is exponentially stable given a
persistently exciting @(k), when @(k) does not
depend on x (Anderson er al., 1986; Johnson,
1988). This fact, applied to our linearized error
system, gives a condition for local stability of the
error system coresponding to the algorithm of
(2.15).
To obtain the error system corresponding to
the algorithm (2.15), subtract both sides of
(2.15) from a vector of the true parameters a,.
With &(k) = &(k) - a,, we have

which is a gradient descent algorithm. Since
(2.18) is calculated assuming that kiis constant,
(2.15) is actually only an approximation of
(2.22).
For completeness, we also note an alternative
arrangement for generating yr;(k). As an
alternative to (2.10) and in analogy with the
development of (2.10), we have

y

-

1 I

- 9 = G12(l+ A G ~ ) - ' diag {Xi} i

-1

I.

l:ljqyF
FIG.9. Alternate arrangement for generating i(r,(k).

There is only approximate equality in the second
equation of (3.2) in order to reflect the
assumptions of fixed iu, in (2.11). For slow
adaptation (small p), this approximation is a
good one: with a small enough step size, the
difference of (3.2) from the true error equation
will be 0(p2).
Now, consider the related error equation
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given hy
&,(k + 1)

[ ] [
&(k

:+ 1)

t/l?(kI

:

1

(3.3)
Observe (see especially Figs 5. 7, 8 and 9) that
(with the bold notation denoting a vector
quantity)

when all signals remain bounded. With the
system of Fig. 2, and hence that of Fig. 8,
presumed stable, boundedness of u guarantees
boundedness of va(k). To assure boundedness
of 4 k ) , one typically constrains the adaptation
of the &;(k) parameters so that the adapted
model of Fig. 3, and hence that of Fig. 7, has a
stable parametrization for each k (Johnson,
1984; Sethares et al.. 1989). With these boundedness conditions satisfied, and as V* is independent of a, it follows from (3.4) and (3.5) that
(3.3) is a linearized version of (3.2).
Noting that linearized error system (3.3) has
the form of (3.1), we see that (3.3) is
exponentially stable under the assumption that
q* is persistently exciting. Accordingly, (3.2)
also possesses the exponential stability property,
but only in a local sense (Weiss and Mitra. 1979;
Hahn, 1967; Desoer and Vidyasagar, 1975;
Vidyasagar, 1978). Now we are guaranteed a
local stability property for our algorithm.
The question of when V* is persistently
exciting must be addressed separately. This issue
is considered in the continuous-time case in
Anderson and Johnson (1988), where persistent
excitation follows from (i) the input containing a
sufficient number of distinct sinusoids and (ii)
dissatisfaction of a type of local unidentifiability
condition. This unidentifiabiity condition is that
there exists a direction y (in parameter space)
such that the transfer function taking u to $ is
independent of first order variations in the
parametrization d in the direction y , for all input
frequencies. Translation of this result to the
discrete-time case is straightforward.
We would also like to note that some global
convergence results may he obtained if one
replaces p in (2.15) with a suitably decreasing.
time-varying step size p(t): see, for instance,
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Chapter 4 of Ljunf and Soderstrom (1983). In
such a case. however. the parameters may
converge to a local minimum of the corresponding average squared output error surface, or to a
point in the parameter space on the boundary
between stable and unstable adapted models.
Furthermore, choice of a decreasing step size
entails a loss of adaptibility which is not suffered
with a constant step size.
4. LINEAR SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION WITH AN

ADAPTIVE IIR TAPPED LATTICE MODEL

The system identification framework of Sections 2 and 3 may be applied in the identification
of the parameters in the "two-multiplier" tapped
lattice model of Gray and Markel (1973). This
model, with input u(k) and output y(k), is given
by
N
~ ( k=) u,B;(k)
(4.1)

C

130

the third-order case of which is depicted in Fig.
10. For this model. stability is assured if and only
if the w, all have magnitude less than one. This
feature triviaiues the stability maintenance of an
adaptive version of (4.1)-(4.5), since one may
easily maintain stability by preventing updates of
G,(k) to values greater than one in magnitude.
(Tests for stability of an adapted direct form
model are more complicated. Furthermore, to
prevent an update to an unstable parametrization, one must freeze all the denominator
parameters, contrasting with the freezing only of
individual G,(k) in the lattice model.) Another
potential benefit of the lattice form is its reduced
sensitivity of pole locations to parameter
variation in comparison to the sensitivity of the
direct form.
Note also that the parameters u, and wi of
(4.1)-(4.5) can be related uniquely to the
parameters of a direct form model of the same
order. See, e.g. Widrow and Steams (1985).
Thii one-to-one relationship between direct form
and tapped lattice model parameters suggests
that excitation in {u), which is sufficient to solve
exactly, given the associated {y}, for the
unknown parameters in a direct form model, will
prove sufficient to solve uniquely for the
unknown v; and w, in (4.1)-(4.5).
To place the lattice model of (4.1)-(4.5) in the

I

'

y

O

;

)

RE. 10. Third-order tappd IIR latfice.

context of the FGM of Section 2, set

A = diag {v,,

. . . ,urn,W I , ... ,wn.wl,... , w,).

..

X ( k ) = [Bo(k)., &(k) Bo(k - 1) .
B,-'(k) F,(k) .F.-,(k - I)]'.

..

(4.6)
(4.7)

(We have slightly rearranged the ordering o f the
parameters in (4.6) as compared to (2.2) simply
for convenience.) Generalizing from Fig. 10, we
have B,(k) given by

..

B,(k) = -wlBo(k - 1) - - w,,B,-~(k - I ) + u ( k )
B1(k)= W , Fdk) + q-'[-w1 B,(k - 1) - w,B,-I(k - I ) ] + qW1u(k)
Bz(k) = wzF,(k)+ q-'w~F,(k)
q-2[- W, Bo(k - 1) - ~,,B,,-1(k- 1)
+ q-2u(k)

+

.. .

B,(k) = W , F , - ~ (+~q-1~,-1F,-2(k)
)
+
q-("-"w,F,(k)
+q-"[- wlBo(k-1)-

+

...

- wnBn-1(k - I ) ]
+ 4-"u(k),
and f;;(k)given by

F,(k)
= - w 1B 0( k - l )

-...-

F,(k)
= -w2B1(k - 1)

-. . .- w,B,,-,(k - 1)+ u ( k )

w.B,-,(k

- I ) + u(k)

-

F,-,(k) = -w.B,-,(k
1) + u(k).
From (4.6)-(4.9), we see that with

.- .

(4.9)

G,,(z) = 0
GD(z)=[-1...-1
(4.8)

.

G 2 , ( ~=) [I z-l

. . .z-"

O...

(4.10a)
0...0]

z-l . . . 2-n

(4.10b)
1

. ..1IT
(4.10~)

ldentification of unknown gain elements
the lattice model of ( 4 . 1 - ( 4 . 5 ) has a FGM
representation as in Fig. 7.
To construct the adaptive version of the
lattice, we simply replace A and X ( k ) from (4.6)
and (4.7) with their estimated, "hatted" versions

A(k)
=diag{&, . . . , v",

" .

. . , Gn, * I , . ~. &},
(4.11)

~ 1 , .

and

as is implied by Fig. 3. In terms of adaptive
lattice equations analogous to (4.1)-(4.5), we
have

i = O , ..., N - 1
&(k) = u ( k )

&(k) = &k).
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appearing at points corresponding to where
- & ( k ) q ( k ) enters the original adapted system.
Only elements of k ( k ) wrresponding to &
appear, and u =O in the construction of &(k).
Then &(k) appears at the output of the system
duplicate.
For the *;(k) parameters, which have a rank-2
dependence, the relevent elements of ~ ( kare
)
Bi-l(k - 1 ) and e - , ( k ) , which would then enter
a copy of the lattice at the points where
-@i(k)&j-l(k - 1) and -@c(k)&-l(k) appear in
the adapted lattice, respectively. For the third
order lattice filter, this is depicted in Fig. 12.
Notice that one must keep track of the internal
variables q j ( k ) and di,)(k)in this lattice [which
correspond to Bi(k) and E ( k ) in the original
lattice of Fig. 101 in order to calculate y + ~ k ) ,
which is the lattice output. Equations which
propagate the sensitivity functions $+ik) for
&(k) are then

(4.15)
(4.16)
(4.17)

Figure 11 is the block diagram for (4.13)-(4.17)
when N = 3; it may also be obtained by replacing
parameters and signals in Fig. 10 with their
"hatted" counterparts.
In order to write down the adaptive algorithm
for the lattice [corresponding to (2.15)],we need
only interpret the specification of &(k) from
Fig. 9 for each i. Notice from Fig. 9 that v i ( k )is
generated as follows. We have elements X j ( k ) of
X ( k ) appearing as inputs to a copy of the
adapted system of Fig. 3 , with these inputs

dii(k) =

with

For the Di(k) parameters, which have a rank-1

I

;

FlG 11. Adaptrve tapped IIR lattice.

w

>
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+Gb (k)
'"3

FIG. 12. Approximate sensitivity function generation. (a) tji,.,(k). (b) $,(k)

and (c) +,(k).
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FIG. 13. Prediction error generation

dependence, the calculation of the sensitivity
function
is much s~mpler.The relevant
element of X ( k ) is B , ( k ) , and -O,(k)&(k)
enters the lattice of Fig. 11 only directly at the
output (with a factor of -1). Hence,
$ c ( k ) = -Br(k).
(4.21)
We may now use (4.21) and (4.18)-(4.20) to
specify the algorithm updating the adapted
parameters as

*,,(y

fii(k + 1) = &(k) - p&.(k)e(k),

i = 0 , . . . , N,
(4.22)
i = 1, . . , N.
+,(k + 1) = %(k) p&(k)e(k),
This algorithm is essentially equivalent to the
algorithm proposed by Parikh et al. (1980), aside
from some minor issues regarding normalization
of the adaptation step size. We have commented
in Section 2 about interpretation of (4.22) as an
"approximate gradient descent"; for comparative purposes, we have reproduced the derivation of the algorithm in Parikh et al. (1980) in
the Appendix, indicating that by directly
calculating the gradient one achieves the same
results given here.
We may interpret the prediction error
e ( k ) = y ( k ) -y^(k) for the adaptive lattice via
Fig. 4(a) as shown in Fig. 13 for the third order
w e . In Fig. 13, one can justify the labeling of
the internal signals as B,(k) = B,(k) ~ ; ( kand
)
& ( k ) = &(k) &k) by subtracting (4.14)-(4.17)
from (4.2)-(4.5). Note also that Fig. 13 indicates
an interpretation of the prediction error e ( k ) as

.

-

-

-

where G,(q-') and H,(q-') are transfer function
operators relating inputs at the varlous summers
in the lattice to the lattice output. Thus, the
prediction error is a sum of filtered products of
regressor and parameter error terms, where the
filtering operations may be different for each
product term. This is an example of a composite
error as described in Williamson and Johnson
(1988).
To describe the error system for the lattice,
think of O;(k) and *,(k) as constant in (4.23).
Then the parameter enor terms may be pulled
outside the transfer functions, and (4.23)
becomes

e ( k ) = llrT(k)B(k),
(4.24)
where 8 ( k ) is the vector whose entries are &(k)
and G;(k). [Compare Fig. 4(a) with Fig. 5.1 (4.22)
can then be written in terms of O(k) as
where the approximation is due to the fact that
B(k) is slowly varying as opposed to constant in
the formulation of the prediction error expression (4.24). When 8 ( k )- 0 , both ~ ( kand
) $(k)
in (4.25) will be approximately equal to q ~ * ( k ) .
Then

+

B(k 1) = [ I - p q * ( k ) q v T ( k ) ] B ( k ) (4.26)
approximates (4.25).
Most important for the algorithm (4.22) and
its error system (4.25) is the local stability result
of Section 3. As with the connection of (3.3) and
(3.2), the exponential stability of (4.26) for
persistently exciting qI"(k) establishes the local
stability of (4.25) about 8 0 . This persistent
excitation condition of q * ( k ) is established if
V * ( k ) is bounded and possesses a susta~ned

-

adequate spectral richness. To help maintain the
boundedness of $(k) in (4.25), we keep
(t?i(k)(<1 for all k by ignoring updates which
specify (w;(k + 1)l 2 1. This is the crucial stability
check required in the algorithm [see the
comments following ( 3 3 1 . Here, the lattice
form makes this stability check trivial.
The exponential local stability of (4.26) also
implies robust local stability for the algorithm
(Anderson et al., 1986). We thus expect that
local convergence will be maintained, for
instance, under output measurement noise. We
demonstrate this robustness property in the
simulations of Section 5.
For the adaptive lattice, we may comment
further on the required persistent excitation
condition. This condition can be ensured in the
following way. Suppose that u(k) is a linear
combination of at least N 1 independent
sinusoidal signals. Now, if two stable transfer
functions both of degree N have the same output
for such an input u(k), the two transfer
functions are necessarily equal. Therefore, they
will have the same coefficients appearing in a
lattice realization, due to the uniqueness of the
direct to tapped lattice model conversion.
Now lack of persistence of excitation of V"(k)
when u(k) is a linear combination of at least
N + 1 distinct sinusoids would imply the
existence of a particular nonzero 8, for- which
~ * ~ ( k ) =6O, for all k. But this would in turn
imply that e(k) = 0 when the initial parameter
error vector 8(0) is 8,. By the argument in the
preceding paragraph, the transfer functions
defined by the initial parameter vector estimate
and the true parameter vector would then be
equal, so that 6, = 0, a contradiction. Thus,
adequate excitation in u(k) implies persistency
of excitation in **(k).
The above argument establishes local stability
for our lattice algorithm [and hence for the
algorithm of Parikh et al. (1980)J when the input
contains at least N + 1 sinusoids. We have
essentially translated a condition granting persistent excitation for the direct form algorithm to
a condition granting persistent excitation for the
lattice algorithm, by appealing to the one-to-one
relationship between the corresponding parametrization~. This tactic may also be used to
translate some global stability properties. The
one-to-one relationship of direct form and lattice
parametrizations enables a preservation of the
main qualitative features of the corresponding
"error surfaces" (Nayeri and Jenkins. 1989). For
example. when the order of the adapted lattice
exactly matches that of the lattice being
identified and when the input is white. the only
local minimum of the associated error surface

+

occurs where O , = v ; and w; = H: (Soderstrom
and Stoica. 1982). Therefore. if the approximate
gradient algorithm accurately descends this error
surface, we would expect convergence to either
this unique local minimum. or to a point on the
stability boundary where the Gj = w, parameters
are frozen by the stability check procedure.
Note also that the algorithm here is not the
only possible candidate for updating the lattice
parameters. Recursive Least Squares (RLS) or
Gauss Newton (GN) algorithms have been
considered, and they may possess faster
convergence rates than the approximate gradient
descent (Shynk, 1988). However, as with RLS
algorithms for direct form models, the computational complexity of the RLS version of the
lattice algorithm is substantially increased when
compared to the algorithm presented here.
5. SIMULATION EVIDENCE

This section provides readily reproducible
simulated evidence of the local stability and
robustness of this locally stable adaptive IIR
tapped lattice identifier. Consider the second
order lattice of (4.1)-(4.5, with N = 2,
parametrized by u, = 0.55668, u , = 0.39210,
v, = 0.89000, w, = -0.71200, and w, = 0.25000,
and driven by
u(k) = 0.4[1+ cos (0.3k) + cos (0.5k) + ws (0.8k)
+ cos (1.0k) + cos (1.3k)], k > 0, (5.1)
starting from zero initial conditions at k =O.
Starting the identifier of (4.22) with Oi(0) =
t?i(0) =B,(O) = a(0) = 0 for all i, and setting
p = 0.01, yields the decaying prediction error
y - 9 in Fig. 14(a) and the linearly decreasing
logarithm of the summed squared parameter
errorl~g,~[OKk)
+ 5:(k) ir:(k) @:(k) + &k)]
in Fig. 14(b). Note that, as expected, the
prediction error and summed squared parameter
error are converging to zero, with the summed
squared parameter error doing so exponentially
fast.
The expected robustness to system output
measurement noise can be tested by adding a
low-variance, white, zero-mean noise to the
prediction error y -9 before it is used in the
algorithm in (4.22). Figure 15(a) plots the
prediction error before this noise is added, which
is the disturbance-free prediction error we are
unable to measure. Figure 15(b) plots the
summed squared parameter error which shows
an initial exponential decay that quickly reaches
a floor that represents the unremovable parameter variation due to the unpredictable noise in
the prediction error and a nonvanishing adaptive
algorithm step size. Our understanding of (3.1)

+

+
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FIG. 14. h e a l asymptotically wnvergent behavior in ideal

ease, p = 0.01.
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Itemtlon
FIG.16. Robust behavior despite output measurement noise,
p = 0.003.

suggests that decreasing the step size in (4.22).
say from 0.01 to 0.003, should result in a slower
convergence rate during the exponential decay
phase and a lower floor to the unremovable
variance in the summed squared parameter
error. This is vefied by comparing Figs 15 and
16.
One should note that our simulations
employed a simple stability check and projection
procedure: if the calculated new value of any
&(k + 1) in (4.22) had magnitude greater than
or equal to one, then that update was ignored,
leaving +i(k + 1) = *k(k) for that particular
value of i. For the simulations conducted starting
from zero initial conditions, the need for the
stability check did not arise. However, in other
simulations we conducted, in which the I+i(0)l
were initialized nearer to unit values, the
stability check and projection procedure prevented unstable behavior which occurred when
the same simulation was conducted without the
stability check.
6. CONCLUSIONS

ItPmtm

FIG.15. Robwr behawr despite output measurement noise,
p = 0.01.

We have in this paper developed a recursive
identification scheme for linear systems representable by a Feedback Gain Model. The error
system formulation for the adaptive algorithm is
in a form amenable to analytical tools which

have been extracted from nonlinear system
stability theory to prove the local exponential
stability and robustness of a variety of adaptive
parameter estimators (Anderson et al., 1986;
Sethares et al., 1989; Anderson and Johnson,
1988; Johnson, 1988). Thus. the output error
identifier is provably locally robust under certain
conditions, such as persistent excitation similar
to that associated with other output error
identifiers (Johnson, 1984; Anderson er al.,
1986; Johnson. 1988). Simulations in Section 5
verify the existence of such behavior for an
adaptive lattice identifier.
We have also applied the Feedback Gain
Model identifier in the development of an
adaptive algorithm for the identification of the
parameters in a tapped lattice model for a linear
system. This development is a reinterpretation of
an adaptive IIR filter algorithm developed by
Parikh et a[. (1980) as an algorithm for output
error identification that enjoys a computationally
trivial stability check and maintenance procedure. The stability analysis for the general FGM
identifier applies to the lattice model, and it
provides the algorithm of Parikh et al. (1980)
with its first formal convergence proof. The
general framework of the Feedback Gain Model
also has application in other identification
problems. For instance, the identification of
linear systems using parallel and cascade models
(Nayeri and Jenkins, 1989; Shynk, 1989;
Williamson and Johnson, 1989) fits in this model
class, so that the stability and robustness results
developed here apply in these cases as well.
Several issues remain to be addressed if this
algorithm is to be promoted as a viable adaptive
output error identifier. Theoretically and practically, description of the size of attraction of the
local robustness region in the space of initial
parameter estimates and other initial conditions
about a satisfactory answer is a significant
concern. Establishing an accurate approximation
for the local convergence rate is also a nontrivial
task. These, and other, questions are rather
standard accoutrements of the stability theory
approach to adaptive system analysis that
provide insight into the applicability and
performance of adaptive algorithms in various
problems. Such studies of applicability and
performance of this adaptive algorithm are now
in order due to our establishment of its local
stability.
One particular issue of concern in practical
applications is the computational burden of the
algorithm implementation. The calculation and
storage of the N (approximate) sensitivity
functions @; results in a potentially large
computational load for the algorithm of (2.15).

However. results from Bingulac er al. (1988) may
be useful in reducing this burden by using one
sensitivity model from which all the needed
sensitivity functions may be determined.
This adaptive tapped lattice IIR filter also
serves as an example of the extension of
adaptive parameter estimator error system
analysis to situations where the prediction error
can be approximated as the inner product of the
parameter error vector and a regressor that has
been passed through a matrix transfer function.
Recall (4.23), which reveals the prediction error
for the lattice identifier to be a composite of
differently filtered products of parameter error
and regressor terms. This structure contrasts
with the more familiar prediction error form
consisting of an inner product of the regressor
and parameter error vectors passed through a
scalar transfer function [as in Sethares et al.
(1989)l. The added complexity of the compositive error strongly influences issues pertaining to
algorithm selection (Williamson et al., 1991).
Other examples of such composite error systems
exist in quite different adaptive system applications (Williamson and Johnson, 1988). and we
expect that a number of systems in the Feedback
Gain Model class will possess composite errors
as well.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF LAlTICE GRADIENT
DESCENT ALGORITHM
1n this Appendix we derive an approximate gradient
descent algorithm for updating the parameters in the adapted
lattice model of (4.13)-(4.17). The derivation follows that of
Parikh el a/. (1980). and it leads to an algorithm identical to
that given by (4.18)-(4.22).
The approximate gradient descent procedure for the lattice
model is given by
fr,(k + 1) = B;(k) - p

ai'~(y(k)-Y(k)l~)
J&(k)

Gj(k + I) = ,C<(k)- fi J ;-( [ Y ( ~ )-O(k)12)
JOj(k)

(A.l)

+ 1) = b,(k) + p[y(k) - j(k)] Jd,(k)

&(/. + I)=*,(k)+fi(y(k)-$(k)]-

From (4.13)

Jjik)
JGj(k)

(A.3)

B, do

not depend exphady an the 5,. Also. from

From (4.14)

Now we make an appmximation, predicated on a slow rate
of parameter adaptation, which enables a recursive
calculation of the partial derivative of (A.7). Under the
assumption that p i n (A.1) and (A.2) is sufficiently small so
that

makes sense. we can approximate (A.7) by

.

for j = 1.. . , A'. Note the (time) recursive form of (A.9).
From (4.15)

for j = 0, . . . , N - I. From (4.16).

--0
Jaj(k)

From (4.17),

Oonsider the two nvo-dimensional arrays, indexed by
i = I, . . , N and j = 0.. . , N, defined by the following
recursive equations:

.

[

.

zi,,-, (k - 1) + *,(k)dj ,,-,(k),
i#j. j = l , . . . , N
E.1.7( k ) = ~ ~ , ~ - , (1)
k + <-,(k) + *j(k)jj,j-,(k),

(A,2)

Since y(k) is not a function of O,(k) or *;(k), (A.1) and
(A.2) bewme
Qj(k

since the
(4.13)

-

i=j. j = l ,

di.t{k) =

1

-

di,j+,(k) s>*,(k)?,,i(k - I)>
i t j + l , j=O, .... N - 1
di,;*,(k) B;ik - 1)- *;+,(k)Ej,i(k
i = j + l , j=O,

0, j * N

(A.4)

..., N

i =0

k

- I),

...,N - 1
(A.14)

where initial conditions are arbitrary. Compare- (A.13) and
(A.14) to (A.9)-(A.12). Eiotice that Sj,i(k) and d,,{(k) satisfy
exact versions of the .equatiom approximately sat~sfiedby
aB;(k)laG,(k) and J4(k)/JfiL(k). Furthemore, the equations generating ?,,j(k) and dj,Jk) define a lattice whose
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homogeneous pan is the same as that of the adapted lattice
of Fig. 11, which we presume is stable. Hence any initial
condition effects yill be forgotten. and we can therefore
regard F+,,(k) and d,,(k) as approximations of aB,(k)/a@(k)
and aF(k)/a#;(k), respectively. With (A.8) in mind, we
note that the quality of the approximation wili improve as
the size of the adaptive gain p decrease%
The adaptive algorithm of Parikh el al. (1980) uses (AS)
and the fact that 4,,(k) approximates a~,(k)la*;(k) to
replace (A.3) and (A.4) with

Section 4 [equation (4.22) with (4.18)7(4.21)]. First notice
from (4.21) and the interpretation of yr4 as the negative of
the partial of 9(k) with respect to 0, that the updates of the
0, parameters are identical. To see that the fij updates are
the same, compare (A.13) and (A.14) to (4.18) and (4.19). If
we identify ei,, with c,,) and d,,, with dj,j, then these p?irs of
equations are identical, except for the fact that 5-,(k)
appears with a mi:ous sign in (4.18) and with a plus slgn in
(A.13). and that Bl(k 7 1) appears with a plus sign in (4.19)
and with a minus sign m (A.14). As these equations may be
viewed as d y i b i n g a laltice whose only external inputs are
given by the F,,(k) and Bj(k I)terms (as in Fig. 12). these
differences of stgn will simply reflect a difference of sign at
the output of the lattice. Therefore

-

(A.15) and (A.16), together with (A.13) and (A.14).
therefore define an approximate gradient d e n t algorithm
for updating the parameters of the adapted lattice.
Having derived the algorithm of Parikh er d. (1980), let us
show that it is the same as the algorithm developd in

Noting the role Of (4.20) in (4.22). and the role of the left
hand side of (A.17) in (A.16). we see that the #,updates are
identical as well. Therefore, the algorithm embodied by
(4.18)-(4.22) is a reinterpretation of the algorithm of Parikh
eld. (1980).

